Abstract. Recommender systems (RS) are designed to assist users by recommending them items they should appreciate. User based RS exploits users behavior to generate recommendations. Users act in accordance with different modes when using RS, so RS's performance fluctuates across users, depending on their act mode. Act here includes quantitative and qualitative features of user behavior. When RS is applied in an e-commerce dedicated social network, these features include but are not limited to: user's number of ratings, user's number of friends, the items he chooses to rate, the value of his ratings, and the reputation of his friends. This set of features can be considered as the user's profile. In this work, we cluster users according to their acting profiles, then we compare the performance of three different recommenders on each cluster, to explain RS's performance fluctuation across different users' acting modes.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems (RS) [4] are designed to assist users by recommending them items they should appreciate. User based RS exploit users behavior to generate recommendations. Different users act in accordance with different modes when using RS, so RS's performance fluctuates across users, depending on their act mode. Act here includes quantitative and qualitative features. when RS is applied in an e-commerce dedicated social network, these features include but are not limited to: the number of ratings a user does, the number of friends he has, the items he chooses to rate, the value of his ratings, and the reputation of his friends. This set of features can be considered as the user's profile.
We use the epinion.com 1 dataset. epinion.com is a consumers opinion website where users can rate items in a range of 1 to 5, and write reviews about them.
Users can also express their trust towards reviewers whose reviews seem to be interesting to them.
Many recommender systems were tested on this corpus, such as collaborative filtering (CF) [7] , trust-aware [6, 8] , and hybrid recommenders [18] .
In this paper, we apply a clustering algorithm over users to characterize essential acting modes, then we compare the performance of three different recommenders (collaborative filtering, trust-aware, hybrid) on each cluster. We try to explain why on some clusters the performance of all recommenders gets better/worse, or why a recommender performance gets better on a given cluster while others' get worse on the same cluster. Globally, we try to give explanation to recommenders' performance fluctuation as a function of users' acting mode in the system.
The outline of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we discuss recommenders structures and users analysis. In section 3, we explain the details of the used dataset, the context of the experiments, and the analyses of the results. Finally, the last section is dedicated to conclusion and future works.
STATE OF ART
Although, the choice of recommendation approach is to much related to the context, collaborative filtering (CF) [7] is one of the most used approaches, because of its efficiency and high performance in various contexts. The arise of social networks in the last several years opened the door to a new approach called trust-aware recommenders [6, 8] , which uses the information offered by these social networks to generate recommendations.
In some contexts, more than one recommenders can be appropriate. Several proposition were made to hybridize RSs, so make use of their qualities together. [1] proposed a taxonomy of hybridizing strategies.
The following sub sections, are limited to explain only the approaches used in this paper.
Collaborative filtering recommenders
CF is based on the similarity of users' preferences (usually expressed by rating items). CF used a m × n ratings matrix, where m is the number of users, and n is the number of items. Rating matrix is used to compute smiliarity between users' preferences. Similar users are called also neighbors. [7] proposed equation 1 to predict the ratings that user u a will give to item r depending on the ratings given to r by the neighbors of u a .
Where: f simil (u a , u j ): the similarity between u a and u j , we use Pearson similarity coefficient [7] .
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Hybrid recommender system 3 U r : the set of users who have rated r. card(U r ): is the number of users in U r . Neighbors, in this approach, are computed automatically. By consequence, the approach is sensible to user's rating choices. Cold start [9] is one of the essential drawbacks of this approach. It consists in the difficulty to generate recommendations to users who did not rate enough items (called cold start users), because it is difficult to find neighbors to them.
RS performance can also fluctuate because of certain styles of ratings, such as rating rarely rated items, which make finding neighbors a complicated issue, or appreciating items that are globally unappreciated by the community, which complicates the prediction of ratings values.
Trust aware recommenders
Trust-aware recommenders (TAR) make use of the structure of the social network, so uses the trustee friends instead of neighbors in CF [8, 17] . Neighbors (friends) are chosen by the user himself, this yields the system more controllable by the user, and more robust to malicious attacks.
Compared to CF, Trust-aware recommenders are less concerned by the cold start problem. Many studies show that they surpass the performance of CF [10, 2, 11, 12, 5, 6] .
Trust can be propagated. TAR considers not only the user's friends, but their friends and so on. Many models to propagate trust where proposed in the literature [6, 13, 15, 14] .
In our studied case, trust is simply a binary value. Thus we choose the model MoleTrust [6] . This model is adapted and tested to our dataset. In MoleTrust, each user has a domain of trust where he adds his trustee users. In this context, user can either fully trust other user or not trust him at all. The model considers that trust is transitive, and that its value decline according to the distance between the source user and the destination user. The only initializing parameter is the maximal propagation distance d.
If user A added user B to his domain, and B added C, then the trust of A in C is given by the equation:
Where n is the distance between A and C (n = 2 as there two steps between them; first step from A to B, and the second from B to C). d is the maximal propagation distance.
Consider d = 4 then: T r(A, C) = (4 − 2 + 1)/4 = 0.75.
Hybridization
In [1] , author identifies seven strategies to hybridize recommenders.
hal-00777218, version 1 -17 Jan 2013 In [18] , we applied five hybridization strategies on epinion dataset, and compared them to CF and TAR. Most of those strategies improved the prediction coverage, without a serious decrease in the accuracy. The best score was obtained by weighted hybridization strategy, shown in the equation 3, with (α = 0.3).
Users behavior analysis
The performance of RS fluctuate across users. This fluctuation was commonly attributed to quantitative features, such as the number of ratings and trust relations. Nevertheless, some users keep receiving poor recommendation despite their numerous ratings/trust relations. In [19] , we considered other qualitative features, and showed how does the performance relates to each of them. We considered the popularity of items that the user rates, the difference between user's rating and the average rating of an item (abnormality), and the reputation of his trustee friend.
In this paper we aim to study these features as a set that defines a user profile.
3 Experiments and performance evaluation
DataSet
Epinion dataset contains 49,290 users who rated a total of 139,738 items. users can rate items in a range of 1 to 5, the total number of ratings is 664,824. Users can also express their trust towards others (binary value), the dataset contains 487,182 trust ratings. We eliminate users having no ratings because we can not evaluate their recommendations. We keep only 32424 users.
We divide the corpus to two parts randomly, 80% for training and 20% for evaluation (a classical ratios in the literature). We took into consideration that every user has 80% of his ratings in the training corpus and 20% in the evaluation corpus, this is important to us to analyse the recommendation accuracy by user.
User profile
We present here the features of user profile: -Number of ratings: is a quantitative feature. The number of ratings by user is an important feature to recommendation accuracy, especially for CF. It is generally considered as a unique feature to explain fluctuation. Even though, We think that it is not sufficient, and has to be accompanied by qualitative features.
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Hybrid recommender system 5 -Rated items' popularity: We define item's popularity as the number of users having rated this item. Users tend to rate popular items more than unpopular ones [3] , this behavior creates an important bias in items popularity. Hence, RS tends to recommend popular items more than others. This can limit the choices of users and reduce the serendipity in the RS. This current feature concerns the influence of the popularity of rated items, on the recommender's performance for the user. We define user's ratings' popularity as the average of the popularity of items rated by this user. Ratings' popularity is a qualitative feature.
pop(i): the popularity of the item i (the number of users having rated i). -User abnormality: This feature detects users of particular tastes. It focuses on the user's orientation versus the global orientation of the community. Formally, we compute the average rate of the item.
Where v ai is the rate given by the user a to the item i. then the difference between the rate supplied by the current user and this average. The Abnormality coefficient of the user is the average of differences between his ratings and the average rate of each item he rates.
-Number of trusted friends: We have shown in a later work [19] that the relation between this feature and the recommendation accuracy is not linear, and that having more friends is more beneficial for new users, than it for users who have already much friends. -Reputation of trusted friends: This feature measures the impact of trusting reputed /not reputed people on the quality of recommendations. We consider a primitive metrics of reputation; the reputation of a user is the number of users who trust him.
Where: N b.trusters ui is the number of people how trust u i .
We think that even when a user trusts few people, this can be more beneficial when they are well reputed persons. Therefore, our current feature T rep(u a ) is the average of the reputations of users that the user u a trusts.
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In [19] , we showed the influence of each of the precedent features performance of RS separately, the main contribution of this paper is to study if those features can, together, define classes of users. these classes define a particular ratings and trusting strategy for their members, so we can compare the performance of the recommenders by class of users, to find which recommender is more adapted to each class.
Clustering
User vector is composed by the five precedent feature, We use Kmeans clustering [20] . As Kmeans does not compute automatically the optimal number of classes, we employ Davies-Bouldin evaluation metrics [21] to optimize the clusters number. We initialize Kmeans between 4 and 10 clusters, Davies-Bouldin is minimized with 8 clusters, which implies the optimal number of clusters. Table 1 illustrates the results of this clustering, with the size of each cluster (number of users), and the average value of each user profile feature. The second column illustrate the averages for the entire corpus. 
Performance evaluation metrics
Performance evaluation includes two aspects; coverage and accuracy. The coverage is percentage of users to whom RS could generate recommendations, whereas the accuracy is about how much the predicts values are close to real ones.
To measure accuracy, we make use of the mean absolute error metrics (MAE) [16] . MAE is a widely used predictive accuracy metrics. It measures the average absolute deviation between predicted and real values. We use a specific form of it, called User mean absolute error (UMAE) [17] , which computes MAE by user:
Where: p i is the rating value predicted by the recommender to the item i. r i is the real rating value supplied by the user to the item i.
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Hybrid recommender system 7 N : The number of predicted items to the user u. Then, to evaluate the accuracy of a recommender we compute global UMAE or GUMAE, which is the average of UMAE of all users. In order to aggregate both aspects in one metrics, we propose a F-metrics like measurement, which compromise between recall and precision. Recall is the percentage of the cases to which the system could reply, to the total number of cases, so it is simply the coverage in our case. Precision is the percentage of relevant replies, to the total number of replies, we represent it by the UMAE in the current case. Recall and precision must be within the range [0,1]. UMAE varies in the range [4,0] so we need to normalize it, using the following equation:
The coverage is already within the range [0,1] so the F measurement will be: Table 2 shows the UMAE, coverage, and F values for the three recommenders by cluster: Table 2 . Kmeans clustering with 8 clusters -Cluster 0 contains about 10% of the population, the particularity of this class is the high abnormality value with a score of 1.26. This abnormality score causes an augmentation in UMAE value, which should pull the F value down. Nevertheless, F values for this cluster are slightly higher. This results from the high coverage values of the cluster (compared to the entire corpus). The cluster is more dense than the corpus, users are closer to the center of the cluster, this improves the value of coverage, so the value of F. -Cluster 1 contains 2.36% of users. It's users have a low number of ratings (6.6), but they rate popular items (popularity average is 453.76). In [19] , we showed that rating popular items has a positive impact for cold start users, and a negative impact for users who rate alot of items. Users in this class are cold start users, which explains the slight performance augmentation for all recommenders. -Cluster 2, has 13.75% of users. We note in this cluster a considerable augmentation in the number of ratings, number of trust relationships and friends' reputation. Whereas popularity and abnormality are slightly under their averages. All three recommenders improve their performance on this cluster, this is normal regarding the good quality values in almost all features. -Cluster 3, with 17% of population. The ratings of this class users are closer to the orientation of the community (abnormality=0.42), their number of ratings is about 11 ratings by user, which is neither high nor very low. The items they rate, are generally not very popular. The performance of CF is slightly lower than normal. We explain this because of the low ratings popularity, and the limited number of ratings together. Hence, finding similar users is difficult. On the other hand, the performance of the trust-aware and hybrid recommenders improves because they profit of the low abnormality, and -at the same time -they are less concerned by the ratings and popularity issue, while the have an alternative way to find friends. -Cluster 4, with about 24% of users. All features are slightly higher than their averages in the corpus, except the reputation of friends which is in it's lowest level (74.02). As we shown in [19] , the influence of friends reputation feature tends to be stable when it is higher than 10. The performance of the three recommenders is better because they profit the slight augmentation in the other four features, whereas the decline of friends reputation does not has a strong impact. -Cluster 5 contains 5.16% of users. These users have the lowest number of ratings and items' popularity and the highest abnormality average among clusters. One of the qualities of the trust-aware recommenders is reducing the impact of cold start, because one trust expression can be more informative than many items ratings. This is obvious in this cluster, where the average of trust relationships is 6.7 and that of ratings is 4.47 (both are relatively low). Hence. the loss in CF performance is farther than that in trust-aware (0.21 versus 0.74). It is true also that other features play a role in this bad performance of CF, when users rate a small number of relatively unpopular items, finding neighbors in CF becomes complicated (same problem as cluster 3). Even when RS finds the similar users, the predicting ratings is weak because of the abnormal behaviour of the users in this cluster. -Cluster number 6 is the biggest cluster with 25% of users, it contains users who tend to rate items, more than trusting other users (about 9 ratings and 0.08 trust relationships by user), only 251 users over 8324 in this cluster have trusted others. Nevertheless, they tend to trust very reputed users. Hence, CF is the best recommender for these users, it depasses slightly the performance of the hybrid recommender (0.6 versus 0.59), whereas the trust recommender is far behind them, which can be explained by the lake of trust relations to the trust-aware recommender. The slight difference to the favour of CF over the hybrid system can be explained by the inutility of the information supplied to the hybrid system because trusting users who are trusted by everybody can be uninformative and disturbing to the hybrid system. The performance of the hybrid reommender on this cluster is the worst compared to other clusters. -The last and the smallest cluster is cluster 7, with 1.62% of users. Users in this cluster have the highest average of ratings, they rate averagely popular items, thier abnormality average is close to the general average. They have a considerable number of trust relationships with a well reputed friends. All these values make this cluster the best quality over the 8 clusters, and the three recommenders achieve their best performance on this cluster.
Clusters' analyzing
cluster
Conclusion and future works
The main contribution of this paper is to detect different models of users' behavior in RS, and their impact on RS's performance. We have shown the relation between the performance fluctuation and the behavioral features of users. In some clusters, it was necessary to analyze more than one feature together to explain RS performance, for example clusters 3 and 5, these phenomena are not easy to detect and explain without the clustering phase. We also referred to the usability of qualitative features in explaining the fluctuation. Rating unpopular items causes difficulties in finding neighbors, so recall problem to CF recommenders, trusting weakly reputed persons causes the same problem for TAR, being abnormal affects precision negatively in all recommenders. We think that regarding user behavior feature assist to build an adaptive recommender that agree with their mode of behavior within the social network.
